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Abstract. In this paper, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem A. A O-dimensional space X is N-compact if and only

if every clopen ultrafilter on X with the countable intersection property

is fixed, where N is the space of all natural numbers.

Two consequences of Theorem A are as follows :

Theorem B. Suppose that X and Y are N-compact spaces. A

mapping <t> from the Boolean ring ($>(X) of all clopen subsets of X onto

the Boolean ring <$>(X) of all clopen subsets of Y is an isomorphism

withthe property thatÇ\?-\Ai = 0 (AiE(&(X))impliesC\ÎLi<t>(.Ai) =0
if and only if there exists a homeomorphism h from X onto Y such that

<t>(A) =h[A]for each A in(&(X).
Theorem C. A O-dimensional space X is N-compact if and only

if the collection of all the countable clopen coverings of X is complete.

Given two spaces X and E, we say that X is E-completely regular

(respectively E-compact) provided that X is homeomorphic to a sub-

space (respectively, closed subspace) of Em for some cardinal num-

ber m [ó]. When E=R, the space of all real numbers, a completely

regular space X is R-compact (i.e. Hewitt realcompact) if and only

if every z-ultrafilter on X with the countable intersection property

is fixed [3, p. 77]. The purpose of this note is to prove an analogous

result, namely,

Theorem A. A O-dimensional space X is N-compact if and only if

every clopen ultrafilter on X with the countable intersection property is

fixed, where N is the space of all natural numbers.

A subset of a space X which is both closed and open is referred to

as a clopen subset. 03 (AT) denotes the collection of all clopen subsets

of X. A O-dimensional space is a Hausdorff space which has a base

for the topology consisting of clopen subsets.

Definitions. A clopen filter í on a space X is a nonempty collec-

tion of clopen subsets of X such that
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(ii) if U, VE5 then UCWES; and
(iii) if VE5, UE&(X) and UD V then U&r.
A clopen filter í is fixed if {\'59á0 and ff is said to have the count-

able intersection property (abbreviated c.i.p.) provided that for each

countable subcollection 9 of Í?, f)Q^0. A clopen ultrafilter is a clopen

filter which is maximal in the collection of all clopen filters ordered

by inclusion.

Proof of Theorem A. Necessity. Suppose that X is A^-compact

and 11 is a clopen ultrafilter on X with C\'M = 0. We shall show that

11 does not have c.i.p.

Let 11 = {P=clAv.xP:PGcU.}, where N*=N\J{n) is the one-

point compactification of N, and ßmX is the 0-dimensional com-

pactification of X such that every continuous function/ from X into

N* has a continuous extension/* fromßn*Xinto N*. Then r]<\i=¿0

since ßN*X is compact and 11 has the finite intersection property.

Choose a point £> in Hit then pEßN*X\X. Since X is A^-compact,

there exists a continuous function / from X into N whose continuous

extension/* from ßmX into N* has the property that f*(p) = ».

Let F„ = A*\{l, 2, • • • , «}, « = 1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ . Since F„ is a clopen

neighborhood of », F^=/*_1[F„] is a clopen neighborhood of p in

ßN.X. Since pGITÜ. and X is dense in ßN*X, (Xr\VH)r\U^0 for
each PG'U- By maximality of H, -XTW^Gll for each w = l, 2, • • • .

But C\:.i(XnV'n)=0 for if qEn:.i(Xr\V0 then gGI and
/*(?) =/(2) en»-i Fn= { » }. This contradicts the fact thatf [X]EN.
Therefore, It does not have c.i.p.

Sufficiency. Assume that every clopen ultrafilter on X with c.i.p.

is fixed. Consider the evaluation map e'.X—tN0^-1^ —P where

C(X, N) is the collection of all continuous maps on X to N and for

xEX, (ex)(f)=f(x) for each / in C(X, N). Since X is 0-dimen-
sional, e is a homeomorphism. Furthermore, e[X] =clpe[X], for if

pEc\pe[X] and p^e[X] then the trace on e[X] of the family of all

clopen neighborhoods of p in P has empty intersection. Therefore,

the clopen ultrafilter 11 on e[X] containing the trace fails to have the

ci.p., say, P¿Gll, * = 1, 2, • • • , and flf-i Ut = 0. Let P„ = n?-i P<
then PnGll, PnDPn+i and n^-i P»-i = 0- Define a function/:e[X]

—>A as follows

/(x) =1 if x G e[X]\Fi,

= « + 1    if x G F„\Fn+i.

It is obvious that/ is continuous and cannot extend continuously to

the point p. This is a contradiction, since each continuous function
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on e[X] to N, being essentially just a projection into a coordinate

space, extends continuously over all of P. Thus e[X] —clpe[X], so X

is TV-compact.

It is well known that (S,(X) is a Boolean ring if the sum and product

of two elements A, Bin <&{X) are defined by A +B = (A VJB)\iA(~\B)

and AB=hC\B. The following theorem follows from Theorem A and

we shall omit its proof since it is similar to that of [4, Theorem 3.2].

Theorem B. Suppose that X, Y are N-compact spaces. A mapping

<p from the Boolean ring ©(F) of all clopen subsets of Y is an isomor-

phism with the property that f\ÎLiAi = 0 iAiE(&iX)) implies

Dili <PÍAi) =0 if and only if there exists a homeomorphism A from X

onto Y such that<j>iA) =h[A ]for each A in (&ÍX).

According to Frolik [2], a space X is almost realcompact if 11 is an

ultrafilter of open subsets of X with Hit = 0 then f\V = 0 for some

countable subfamily *U of It. Let a= {ll} be a collection of coverings

of a space X. An a-Cauchy family fj is a filter of subsets of X such

that for every It in a there exist A in It and F in if with A 3 F. The

collection a will be called complete if H3:?i0 for every a-Cauchy

family 5\

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem A.

(Compare [2, Theorems 1, 13].)

Theorem C. A O-dimensional space X is N-compact if and only if

the collection of all clopen coverings ofXis complete.

In conclusion, we mention the following open questions.

(a) Is each O-dimensional realcompact space necessarily 7V-com-

pact?

(b) Is each O-dimensional almost realcompact space necessarily

TV-compact?

(c) Is each O-dimensional almost realcompact space necessarily

realcompact?

Remarks. It was pointed out in [5] that the affirmative solution

of (a) was announced erroneously in [l]. If (b) has an affirmative

solution then realcompactness, almost realcompactness and TV-

compactness are equivalent for O-dimensional spaces. Finally, let It

be a clopen ultrafilter of a O-dimensional space X and V be the z-

ultrafilter (respectively, ultrafilter of open subsets) containing 11.

Then it follows from Theorem A that a sufficient condition for (a)

(respectively, (b)) to have an affirmative solution is the statement

that V (respectively, V) has the ci.p. if 11 does.
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